Excel vs. CLM Software
CONTRACT LIFECYCLE: USING THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE JOB
Many Contract Managers try to use Microsoft Excel to manage their
everyday contract processes. While Excel is a robust tool for certain
functions, it inherently lacks the features and functions that make Contract
Management software the right tool for managing the contract lifecycle.

The Manual Process

The Risk

The CLM Software Solution

You can’t store actual documents in Excel.
Therefore, contracts are stored in a different,
non-integrated location, maybe in a shared
folder or on the Contract Manager’s hard
drive, or even in a filing cabinet.

It can be difficult to find and associate
the appropriate contract and associated
documents that pertain to a line in your
spreadsheet. And if those documents
are on a single person’s hard drive, they
may be inaccessible at times.

CLM Systems feature a Central Repository for
contracts and related documents and data
that are electronically linked and are
accessible from any device at any time.

When searching for a document or sorting
your data, you are at the mercy of Excel’s
functionality, which can be overwhelmingly
difficult with large spreadsheets.

Using a manual process limits your
visibility into the scope of your contracts
and makes finding relevant information
an arduous process.

A robust CLM system will feature full-text
search capabilities. Contract Logix uses
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to
convert your PDF contracts to fully-searchable
documents, giving you unlimited ways to
search for and find the information you need.

Excel cannot alert you to an approaching
deadline or expiration date, so you’ll most
likely need to set up an alarm in your email
calendar or in some other program in order
to stay on top of key dates.

These programs don’t “talk” to each
other, so you must set up the alerts
separately, increasing the risk of error.

A CLM system can be configured to alert you
to key dates based on your preferences. Never
miss another price-increase date or get locked
into another term of a contract you meant to
terminate. The resultant costs could have
easily paid for your CLM software.

Security in Excel is all or nothing;
People either have access or they don’t.

Too many people accessing the
same document increases the risk of
vital fields being modified erroneously
or unintentionally.

A good CLM system provides role-based
security. For instance, you may want some
employees or colleagues to be able to read,
but not modify, agreements. Some should
have full access, while others should only be
able to review and approve certain portions of
contracts, based on criteria such as legal
terms and financial impact.

Approval workflows must be fully manual,
based on forwarding emailed documents,
and ensuring that the latest version is being
signed by the parties involved.

The process can be easily derailed if an
older version of the contract is accidentally
circulated for review, or if a file attachment
gets stuck in a spam filter.

With a CLM system, approval workflows can
be fully automated, and e-signatures make
executing a finalized agreement a snap.

Your contracts contain data that could
produce valuable business intelligence.

Static PDF agreements cannot be mined
for data that would help improve your
business decision-making.

A good CLM system will have an extensive,
customizable reporting function that turns
visibility into the full scope of your contracts
into actionable business data.

For more information, please call (866) 371-4445 or visit www.contractlogix.com
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